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The year 2012 looks promising for holiday lovers. Last year, public holidays fell on Sundays, making
the holiday list tinier than ever before. However, this year January 26 to January 31 promises
revelry. People have begun scouting for options for destinations, adventures, and whatnot. We bring
forth some suggestions that you might have missed.

How about visiting Pune? Yes, we know Pune is a most visited destination. Nevertheless, this time
explore some unfamiliar yet adventurous destinations. As the title suggest, these are meant for
fringe budgets. If you love boating amongst the valleys, then Panshet near Pune is the best option.
For those who love the toy train ride, then head to Matheran near Pune. Also, do not forget the
evergreen holiday options viz. Mahabaleshwar and Panchgani. Besides, Lonavala, Khandala, etc.
are there too. Do you need more reasons to visit Pune?

Now we come to selecting budget hotels in Pune, which could have been a real tough task, if there
wasnâ€™t Studio Estique. Now you might think that Pune budget hotels offering luxury are a myth.
Studio Estique is one such budget hotel that is enough to bust this myth. A luxury budget hotel, it
offers a right blend of contemporary design and luxurious amenities, be it health club, airport shuttle,
valet parking, laundry services etc. Studio Estique is a cheap hotel that brings your travel budget to
a bare minimum; making your worries disappear in thin air. Located at just five minutesâ€™ walk from
the railway station, it also cuts down your commutation cost.

Henceforth, this mini vacation, you know where to head to â€“ Studio Estique, Pune the best hotel
within your pocket among other mythical budget hotels in Pune.
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